Abstract-When building a complex pattern recognizer with high-dimensional input features, a number of selection uncertainties arise. Traditional approaches to resolving these uncertainties typically rely either on the researcher's intuition or performance evaluation on validation data, both of which result in poor generalization and robustness on test data. This paper describes a novel recognition technique called members to teams to committee (MTC), which is designed to reduce modeling uncertainty. In particular, the MTC posterior estimator is based on a coordinated set of divide-and-conquer estimators that derive from a three-tiered architectural structure corresponding to individual members, teams, and the overall committee. Basically, the MTC recognition decision is determined by the whole empirical posterior distribution, rather than a single estimate. This paper describes the application of the MTC technique to handwritten gesture recognition and multimodal system integration and presents a comprehensive analysis of the characteristics and advantages of the MTC approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
A pattern recognizer consists of three important components: a feature extractor, a posterior estimator, and a decision maker. The feature extractor transforms the raw highly redundant input into a representative dimension-reduced feature vector. The posterior estimator evaluates the posterior probabilities, given the extracted feature. The decision maker then sorts the posterior probabilities and assigns the interpretation with the largest posterior probability as the correct choice.
When building a recognizer, a series of selection choices and uncertainties must be resolved. These include selection of input representation and features, model type, model complexity and training and validation data. Traditional approaches to handling these uncertainties typically rely either on intuitive selections or evaluation of performance on validation data [16] , [20] . They also usually rely on a single preselected choice for each decision. For example, in handwriting recognition, the image size for ink representations is decided beforehand. However, too small an image will fail to distinguish certain symbols and too large an image will begin to pick up noise in handwriting styles. The use of one preselected size (i.e., typically determined by the training and validation data) can only optimize for the average of all recognition symbols, but clearly cannot be tailored to be optimal for the full range of all of them.
Likewise, in feature extraction it is hardly possible to find a single feature set that is optimal for all recognition targets. Instead, different targets or subsets of targets will have their own optimal feature sets. Traditional approaches usually append all potential features into a single large-dimension stream. For example, in acoustic modeling, one representation is universal to all target triphones. Conventionally, a 39-dimensional vector is formed by a basic 13-dimensional acoustic vector (i.e., the signal energy and first 12 cepstral coefficients) and its firstand second-order differentials [53] . However, such a singular feature representation risks greatly reducing the robustness of the model. The first 12 cepstral coefficients that are selected may be efficient for recognizing voiced sounds, but redundant for voiceless fricatives in a manner that introduces noise into the model. Another example of a single-stream large-dimension feature representation is Apple Computer's Newton handwriting recognizer, in which the input representation consists of a 14 14 image, a 20 9 stroke feature, a five-dimensional stroke count and a single-dimension aspect ratio [52] .
In training a posterior estimator, traditional pattern recognition techniques usually take a black-box approach (e.g., the backpropagation algorithm for training a neural network [2] ), in which all potential features are included as input. This black-box procedure searches over the whole system parameter space to find the best mapping between its input and the target. When the dimensions of the parameter space are large, the optimization process tends to converge slowly and in some cases may not converge due to poor initialization.
Finally, in decision making, traditional approaches usually are based on a single posterior estimate, which assumes an optimality that rarely exists [2] , [16] , [20] . For example, an estimator might deviate greatly from its trained trajectory in the presence of a small perturbation of input or model parameter. As a result, traditional recognizers fail to handle questions such as the following: Is the input a target or a target if the following three different posterior estimates have been observed:
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Aiming at the above problems, this paper proposes a new technique referred to as members to teams to committee (MTC). The MTC has a three-tiered divide-and-conquer architecture 1045-9227/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE that consists of multiple members, multiple teams, and a committee. The members provide a spectrum of diversified local posterior estimates, with the teams coordinating output from the members and the committee finalizing the recognition decision based on the empirical posterior distribution passed up from the teams. The MTC approach is designed to reduce modeling uncertainty by providing multiple automatically weighted factors. In feature extraction, the MTC takes a divide-and-conquer approach, with its feature representation composed of multiple small-dimension streams. The MTC posterior estimator is formed by multiple coordinating local estimators. Furthermore, the training and validation data, the input feature and the model type and complexity of each estimator can differ. The MTC recognition decision also derives from the whole empirical posterior distribution, rather than a single estimate. Finally, the MTC is built layer-by-layer, with a bottom-up optimization procedure. Search is conducted over multiple small subspaces, with parameters in the upper layer initialized by the immediate results from the lower layer.
The MTC approach is related to, but different from, previously reported techniques on combining multiple classifiers [15] , [25] , [41] . For example, the MTC member is related to Stacking [49] , Bagging [4] , and AdaBoost [17] , [18] in subsampling development data. The MTC member is also related to the work in multiple-stream feature representation [6] , [7] . However, the MTC approach is more comprehensive in that the pool of MTC members is able to take into account all potential uncertainties.
The MTC approach is related to automatic relevance determination (ARD) [28] , [32] in simultaneous inferring the utility of large numbers of possible input variables. In ARD, a hyperparameter is associated with each input feature, which controls the size of the weights associated with connections out of that input. ARD is implemented in a Bayesian scheme. It usually assumes that the network weights follow a Gamma distribution and a Gibbs sampling procedure can be used for the hyperparameters. Both the network weights and the hyperparameters are learnt at the same time with a large enough amount of training patterns. In the MTC framework, the model build process for individual input features or their combinations and the evaluation process of relevance of these features are separated. The model build process is conducted at the member level and the relevance is evaluated at the team level. The input space to teams, i.e., the output space of members, is usually much smaller than the original feature space. By mapping the problem to separated and dimension-reduced spaces, one can expect to reduce the curse of dimensionality and to avoid overfitting.
In addition, the MTC team is related to the gating network in the mixtures of local experts [23] . However, there are two fundamental differences. The gating network, which combines multiple local experts, is driven by all input features of local experts. Both the local experts and the gating network are trained simultaneously. In the MTC, the teams are driven by the members and the members and the teams are trained sequentially. The gating network will work only when the curse of dimensionality [16] is low. However, for applications involving high-dimensional input features, such as the pen/voice multimodal system to be discussed in this paper, the gating network will not be appropriate due to the modeling complexity and lack of training data.
The MTC approach also is distinct from previous weighted combination techniques [1] , [18] , [33] , [38] in at least two aspects. First, the team parameters are both input and class dependent. Previous techniques usually have employed class-independent weights. Second, MTC also takes into account weighting uncertainty by providing multiple teams. The previous literature has not addressed this latter problem.
Finally, the MTC committee also is different from other committee approaches described previously in the literature. Previous committee approaches [8] generally have been based on the mean, median, or majority vote of the members' output, which may be weighted or unweighted. To our knowledge, committee decision making based on the empirical posterior distribution has not been reported before.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the MTC technique. It describes the MTCs overall architecture, functionalities of each component and its learning algorithms. Section III presents handwritten gesture recognition as an example of a general pattern recognition problem and shows how to build an MTC recognizer for this purpose. Section IV demonstrates the application of the MTC approach to integrating a multimodal pen/voice system, which is an example of a high-dimensional input feature pattern recognition problem. Section V analyzes the advantages of the MTC technique empirically and discusses the philosophy behind the MTC approach. Section VI summarizes the paper's conclusions.
II. MTC TECHNIQUE

A. MTC Architecture
The MTC architecture consists of three layers, as shown in Fig. 1 . The bottom layer is formed by multiple recognizer members. Each member is a local posterior estimator with an assigned input variable subset, a specified model type and complexity and a given training and validation data set. The members cooperate with each other via the multiple teams built at the midlayer. Different teams observe different training data and are initialized and trained differently. 1 Output from the teams forms an empirical posterior distribution that then is sent to the committee at the upper layer. The committee makes a final decision after comparing the empirical posterior distributions of different targets.
B. MTC Recognition Algorithm
First, we define the input feature set and the recognition target set . The input feature is formed by -streams, whose dimensions may differ. The target consists of different classes, for example of different multimodal commands. Our goal is to evaluate the posterior probability of each target, given the input feature set for (1) and to assign the input to the target with the largest posterior probability.
The MTC recognition algorithm goes through three bottom-up steps.
1) Estimating the local posteriors of members Each member computes a local posterior estaimate under the specified modeling condition. The modeling specifications include the model type, the model complexity, the extraction of input features, the training and validation data and the learning algorithm. If there is a total of combinations of modeling specifications in which we are interested, then we would compute local posterior estimates from the members as follows:
with and (2) where stands for the th combination of modeling specifications. 2 
2) Coordinating the local posteriors into teams
The team integrates the local posterior estimates of different specifications. We have for (3) where is the mode probability of the th target associated by the th combination of modeling specifications. The team is trained to learn the mode probability matrix. Different training data and approaches will result in different mode probability estimates. Subsequently, the multiple team posteriors are obtained with and (4) where is the index of ways of estimating the mode probability and is the total number of ways that we are interested in. 3) Making a recognition decision via committee
The output from multiple teams forms an empirical distribution of posterior , which is approximated by a normal or t-student distribution, depending on the size of the samples. Given a confidence level, the committee runs through a series of pair-by-pair hypothesis tests and obtains a significance matrix . is an square matrix, where is the number of recognition targets. The element of , , is either one when the posterior estimate is significantly greater than within the given confidence level, 1 when it is significantly less, or otherwise 0. By definition, the diagonal elements of are all zeros, if then , if then and . The recognition targets then are ranked by summing over each row in and this summary value is called a significance number. All significance numbers form an -dimensional significance vector . The maximal significance number is . If there is a significance number that equals , the input is recognized as the target corresponding to the row index of this maximal significance number. If all significance numbers are smaller than , then the current input cannot be recognized with confidence and further external information is required.
An example of a 4 4 significance matrix with its corresponding significance vector and rank is given as follows:
Rank
C. MTC Training Procedure
This section describes the building process for the MTC. It consists of constructing the members, training the teams and configurating the committee.
1) Members:
The goal of MTCs members is to learn a set of local posterior estimates, as indicated in (2) . The key is to identify the modeling specifications and their combinations of members. The members within the MTC can represent different types of models, with the training algorithm for the members being model-dependent. Among the various modeling specifications, the most important one is the extraction of input features via exploratory data analyzes. Once the input features have been extracted, the model type is selected to fit the characteristics of input features. In the MTC, a variety of input features can be extracted and different types of models can be selected to fit different types of input features. In Sections III and IV, we will present examples of the design of members for a specific application.
2) Teams: The goal of teams is to learn the mode probability matrix in (3) . By adjusting the mode probability matrix , we maximize (i.e., reward) the th posterior and simultaneously reduce (i.e., penalize) the other posteriors , for and , when the th class pattern is applied. In order to meet the constraint that the sum of all posteriors must equal one, we impose a softmax function on the output. This task is illustrated in Fig. 2 described by the following equations: for (6) Equation (5) is a rewritten version of (3) and (6) is a softmax function [5] that ensures the normalization constraint. The detailed learning algorithm is given in the Appendix.
3) Committee:
The team integrates the members' posterior estimates. Multiple teams are built to reduce integration uncertainty. The goal of the committee is to compare the empirical posterior distribution formed by the teams and make a final recognition decision. To train the committee, no free system parameter is needed. The confidence level for recognition is predetermined and different confidence levels will result in a different system error rate/rejection rate tradeoff. The higher the confidence level, the lower the error rate but the higher the rejection rate.
III. MTC HANDWRITTEN GESTURE RECOGNITION
In this section, we demonstrate how to build a real-world MTC system, first by describing our application task and then by going through the system building procedure in a step-by-step manner. Finally, we report on the performance of the MTC system, as applied to the gesture recognition application and corpus.
A handwritten gesture recognizer was developed to serve our Quickset multimodal human-computer interface [11] . It recognizes common pen gestures such as points, lines, routes, circles, arrows, checkmarks, question marks, crosses, and alphas. It also recognizes specialized military symbols, such as fortified lines and barbed wire. In total, there are 191 different gesture symbols in our collected database. For the present purpose, the MTC recognizer was built to recognize a subset of 31 of these gestures. For these 31 gestures, a total of 1618 patterns were collected from multiple Quickset system users. These data were randomly partitioned into a development set consisting of 1326 patterns used for training and validation and a test set consisting of 292 patterns used for final recognition testing.
After completing routine exploratory data analyzes, the following multiple features were extracted.
1) Eigen components of gestural images:
The eigen components of gestural images were obtained via principal component analysis (PCA), which is a valuable tool for reducing input dimensions [20] , [30] . In handwritten gesture recognition, to preserve as much information as possible, a larger sized image should be used when ink is transformed into a gestural image. However, model complexity and computational requirements increase with the image size. Because our gestural images were black and white, with a large percentage of white pixels, the image dimension was reducible via PCA from 441 (i.e., 21 21) to about 30 without resulting in significant reconstruction distortion. 2) Number of strokes: Although the precise number of strokes can change from one pattern to another for any particular gesture, nonetheless the inclusion of this feature easily separates the most image-confusable gesture pairs (e.g., checkmark versus arrow). 3) Normalized stroke length: The normalized stroke length is defined as the number of black pixels normalized by the total number of pixels in the image. This feature helps distinguish relatively simple gestures (e.g., line) from more complex ones.
4) Image centroid:
The image centroid is defined as the average pixel location normalized by the size of image. The image centroid especially contributes to distinguishing direction-sensitive gestures (e.g., arrows pointing north, northeast, east, southeast). Any individual feature differs in its contribution to recognizing a particular target. In contrast to other conventional approaches, the MTC approach does not append all extracted features into a single large-dimensional stream. Instead, it builds different recognizer "members" for different extracted features. The member with eigen components of gestural images is modeled by a mixture of Gaussian distributions [16] . The number of strokes is a discrete variable and its associated member is modeled by a frequency table of the number of strokes. The normalized stroke length is modeled by a Gamma distribution [21] . The image centroid is modeled by a two-dimensional Gaussian process.
In addition, multiple image sizes and eigen dimension cutoffs are modeled. In total, there are 60 different combinations of modeling specifications and therefore 60 recognizer members are built. All of these models are trained using data randomly bootstrapped from the development corpus and then validated using the whole development corpus. To reduce the uncertainty of data selection, more than one model is trained, with each model using a different bootstrap replica of the development data. For the member recognizers, the average test error rate was 18.24 20.22%, which confirms that the members alone cannot act in a robust manner. The average correlation coefficient of posteriors between different members was just 0.60, which also indicates that a significant difference exists between members.
Using the mechanism shown in Fig. 2 and the learning algorithm listed in the Appendix, multiple MTC teams have been trained using different training data (i.e., different bootstrap replicas of the development data). The average team performance was greatly improved over that of member performance with the average test error rate 4.42 0.95% for teams, compared with 18.24 20.22% for the 60 member recognizers. This result was obtained based on ten teams and it is noteworthy that more than ten teams did not yield any significant further reduction in error rate.
The empirical posterior distribution then is passed from the multiple teams to the committee. The output from the committee is the ranked N-best list, together with the mean, standard deviation, vote, and our defined significance number of posterior estimates. The average error rate based on the committee was 3.77% (i.e., without rejection) and 2.14% (i.e., with rejection). These results were obtained with a 95% confidence level. An example of the described MTC gesture recognition process is provided in Fig. 3 and Table I .
IV. MTC MULTIMODAL STATISTICAL INTEGRATION
This section demonstrates the application of the MTC approach to multimodal integration. We first review studies on multimodal integration and introduce our testbed, a pen/voice system called Quickset. We then describe the MTC-based multimodal statistical integrator. Finally, we compare this integrator to a benchmark using a data corpus that was collected using Quickset.
There are two main types of multimodal systems, one of which integrates signals at a feature level and the other at a semantic level. Feature fusion generally is considered more appropriate for closely coupled and synchronized modalities (e.g., speech and lip movement), [29] , [37] , [45] , whereas semantic fusion is widely applied to modalities that differ in the time scale characteristic of their features (e.g., speech and pen input) [43] . This paper focuses on multimodal systems that Our multimodal system consists of a set of recognizers for different input modalities and levels of recognition accuracy. A command in a multimodal system is jointly represented by a set of constituents. For example, to control the system's map display, one can say "zoom in" and simultaneously use the pen to circle an area of the map. Each of the two constituents, the spoken input and the pen input, is a target that is identifiable by an individual recognizer. During recognition, an individual recognizer analyzes its relevant set of input features for a given mode and then formulates an N-best list of targets along with their estimated posterior probabilities. The estimated posterior probabilities from different mode recognizers are integrated to generate a final multimodal N-best list, which is sent for semantic unification. The probabilistically top-ranked semantically compatible command then is selected and confirmed as the system's multimodal interpretation.
Multimodal systems with fusion at the semantic level include Bolt's seminal work "Put-That-There" [3] , ShopTalk [12] , [13] , CUBRICON [31] , Virtual World [10] , Finger-Pointer [19] , Visual Man [48] , Jeanie [46] and others as described in [26] , [42] . However, these previous studies have ignored basic statistical integration issues, while instead concentrating on issue like semantic representation, dialogue management, so the development of new recognition modalities. As reviewed in [43] , previous studies usually have assumed that the individual modes are independent of each other, so the final multimodal command probability is set as the cross product of the posterior probabilities of the associated constituents. Although use of the independence assumption was a reasonable starting point and it simplified the integration process, nonetheless it is never true since a semantic constituent in one mode usually only associates with a subset of constituents in the other mode. Recognition accuracies also usually vary from one mode to another. Even in the same mode, they vary from one constituent to another. By giving different weights to different modes and different constituents, we can compensate for some recognition errors that otherwise would occur in individual recognizers. For example, the study in [39] has shown the possibility of improving continuous gesture recognition results based on the co-occurrence analysis of different gestures with some spoken keywords. Performance improvement also has been found in audio-visual speech recognition systems by weighting both audio and visual recognition channels [29] , [40] , [47] .
Our proposed MTC technique is well suited to experimenting with ways to integrate multiple modes on the basis of posterior probabilities and other factors. Using this technique, the recognizers of different modes become the members of an MTC statistical integrator. Multiple teams built in the MTC integrator are trained to coordinate and weight the output from different modes. Each team establishes the posterior estimate for a multimodal command, given the current multimodal input received. The committee of the MTC integrator analyzes the empirical distribution of the posteriors and establishes the N-best ranking for each multimodal command.
Our testbed used to experiment with and evaluate the MTC integrator was Quickset [11] , a collaborative handheld agentbased multimodal system that processes simultaneous pen and voice input. Quickset has been used for various applications that enable users to set up and control distributed interactive simulations. Using a "Wizard of Oz" research paradigm, it was demonstrated that a multimodal interface parallel to Quickset supported 36% fewer task errors and 10% faster task completion time than a unimodal spoken interface [34] . In Quickset, the pen gesture recognition for Quickset was developed at OGI and the speech recognition was Microsoft's Whisper 3.0. Quickset integrates multimodal input in the following three sequential steps: 1) Temporally, Quickset combines speech and gesture input that is overlapped, or that falls within a certain lag relation when signals arrive sequentially. The temporal constraints of Quickset's integration were determined by empirical research with users [36] . It was found that when users speak and gesture in a sequential manner, they gesture first, then speak within a relatively short time window; speech rarely precedes gesture. As a consequence, the multimodal synchronizer in Quickset prefers to integrate a gesture with speech that follows within a 4-s interval, rather than integrating it with preceding speech. If speech arrives after that interval, the gesture is interpreted unimodally. The precise lag threshold adopted when signals arrive sequentially can be learned by the system using training data, or preset by the system developer for a particular domain. 2) Statistically, Quickset integrates the posterior probabilities of constituents from individual modes and then generates an N-best list for a multimodal command that includes posterior probabilities for each final interpretation. The original version of Quickset relied on the independence assumption and takes the cross product of the probabilities of individual modes as the multimodal probability for each item in the final multimodal N-best list. One goal of the present work is to supersede the independence assumption by developing a more powerful statistical integrator based on the realities of empirical data. 3) Semantically, Quickset determines whether a given gestural element and a spoken element in the N-best lists can be combined legally into a coherent multimodal interpretation that is executable by the system. The semantic information contained within the two modes in Quickset are represented as typed feature structures that can be unified if the elements are compatible semantically. The unification of typed feature structures in Quickset has been detailed elsewhere [24] . The data corpus used in the present work was collected using Quickset to set up simulations involving community fire and flood control activities. All commands were multimodal and required both speech and pen input. The corpus consisted of 1539 labeled commands collected from 16 users, eight native speakers of English and eight accented nonnative speakers. We randomly assigned the data from the first eight users for development and the rest for test purposes. The development data included 780 command patterns and the test data included 759 patterns. More detailed description of this corpus and its analysis is available elsewhere [9] , [35] .
The operation of the MTC-based multimodal statistical integrator can be summarized by the following three procedures: 1) Both speech and gesture recognizers are members of the MTC statistical integrator. Each of these members computes their local posterior estimates as follows:
Gesture Recognition: for
Speech Recognition: for (8) where and are the synchronized gestural and spoken input features, is the th gestural constituent, is the th spoken constituent, and are the number of gestural and spoken constituents.
2) The team in the MTC integrator combines the modal posterior estimates based on an associative map involving the command and its constituents. 3 Assuming that the command is associated with the constituents and , we have Softmax for and (9) where is the number of commands, is the number of teams, and is the index of the team. Equation (9) is a rewritten version of (5) and (6) with the number of members , , , and .
3) The committee in the MTC integrator ranks the multimodal commands based on the empirical distribution of their posterior probabilities that was formed by the multiple teams . The N-best list of multimodal commands is then sent for semantic unification. Table II lists the MTC architecture's error rates for multimodal commands for both the development and test data of the fire and flood control multimodal corpus. These error rates are compared to a benchmark based on the previous architecture in which the multimodal posterior probability was the cross product of the posterior probabilities of individual modes. As shown, the MTCs test error rate has been reduced to less than half of the original.
V. WHY MTC?-A PULL-SOME-OUT ANALYSIS
To better understand the functionality and performance contribution of the MTC technique's components, this section reports on a series of "pull-some-out" empirical analyzes, with the gesture recognition described in Section III as a testbed. For each analysis, we pull some components out of the MTC architecture and the remaining MTC components form a new recognizer that is retrained. We then compare the performance of the modified recognizer with that of the complete MTC system.
A. Pull Some Members Out
There are a total of 60 members in the MTC gesture recognizer. 4 Here, we analyze performance changes associated with seven of the most important system component perturbations.
1) The gesture input features consist of only a single image size.
2) The gesture input features consist of only a single eigen dimension. 3) The members only analyze one bootstrap replica of the development data. 4) The gesture input features consist of only the eigen components of images. 5) The number of strokes is excluded from the original gesture input features. 6) The normalized stroke length is excluded from the original gesture input features. 7) The image centroid is excluded from the original gesture input features. The indexes 1-7 in Table III summarize the results of the above experiments. Compared to the original performance, although the changes in validation performance are variable, most of the changes in test performance involved degradation. One exception was the sixth case involving exclusion of normalized stroke length, which did not alter test performance although validation performance worsened. In conclusion, the multiple-choice automatically weighted MTC approach generalized better than any of these seven individual approaches involving hand-picked or validated elements.
B. Pull the Teams Out
In this case, all member output was weighted equally and sent to the committee directly, effectively bypassing team deliberations. The result was that the error rates increased from 2.19% to 2.57% for the development data and from 3.77% to 10.96% for the test data. This impact of pulling out the teams is summarized in index 8 of Table III , compared with the original MTC performance in index 0.
We also compare the posterior probability output from the teams with those from the members. For each gesture labeled by , we first computed the mean posterior of the th posterior estimator from the multiple member output [see (2)] and that from the multiple team output [see (4)]
We then computed the mean posterior that had the largest response among other posterior estimators, i.e., for and 
Note that if
, then the gesture is correctly recognized. The region in which measures the average error. The distance between and represents the discriminant ability of the recognizer. Fig. 4 illustrates the histograms of and for both the members and teams and shows clearly that the teams are more discriminative. In this figure, cases in which the correct posterior responses are smaller than the wrong posterior responses would indicate an error.
To further analyze the functionality of the team, Fig. 5 illustrates a comparison of the team parameter histograms before and after training. The team parameters are initialized by the recognition accuracy of an individual target contributed by an individual member and evaluated by a bootstrap replica of the development data. The recognition accuracies range from zero to one and are the initial approximations of mode probability given in (3). Due to the divide-and-conquer strategy adopted by the members, inclusion of a specific member may only contribute to a small number of targets. This produces a large proportion of zero weights in the team parameter distribution. During training, some parameters are increased or rewarded, while others are decreased or essentially penalized. The histogram of the trained team parameters therefore expands beyond zero and one, which is acceptable as a probability definition because of the softmax constraint imposed on the output [see (6) ].
C. Pull the Committee Out
Without the committee, each team acts individually. Index 9 in Table III lists the mean and standard deviation of the error rate of all the teams. We note that the error rate increases from 3.77% to 4.42%. Index 10 shows the error rate that corresponds to the team that achieved the best validation performance. Note that this "best" team did not generalize best with respect to performance on the test data, however, with an error rate worse than the average. This comparison clarifies why multiple teams are needed in the MTC architecture and further confirms that the committee approach generalizes better than a validation approach that involves selecting a single team. Finally, this committee architecture component provides a technique for handling recognition rejection and confirmation.
VI. CONCLUSION
The MTC approach has a three-tiered divide-and-conquer architecture that consists of multiple members, multiple teams, and a committee. The members provide a spectrum of diversified local posterior estimates, with the teams coordinating output from the members and the committee finalizing the recognition decision based on the empirical posterior distribution passed up from the multiple teams.
The MTC technique is distinct from other techniques in the following four aspects: 1) feature extraction and input representation-the MTC takes a multiple-stream divide-and-conquer approach, rather than the single-stream approach used in traditional models; 2) model selection-the MTC provides automatic weighting of multiple factors, rather than the single hand-picked or validated selection process used in traditional techniques; 3) training-the MTC is built in a layer-by-layer bottom-up approach, rather than the slower black-box training approach used in many traditional models, and 4) decision making-the MTC is based on the empirical posterior distribution, rather than a single posterior estimate.
The advantages of the MTC include: 1) reducing the uncertainties in model selection, input variable selection, training data selection and decision making; 2) minimizing potential selection bias, which can result in a greater likelihood of overfitting; and 3) improving overall generalization and robustness of system recognition performance. The MTC approach appears particularly efficacious in handling difficult data modeling problems that involve high-dimensional input features, which are typical of areas such as gestural and multimodal pattern recognition. More direct comparisons between the MTC and other methods based on the same benchmark data are available in [51] . As a tradeoff, the MTC structure may require more computational power and memory space than other traditional approaches. Exact computation and space requirements will depend on the number of members, the number of teams and the model complexity of members. As necessary, it would be possible to adjust the number of members and teams to meet specific computation or space constraints by removing those components that affect overall performance the least. The contribution of individual components can be estimated using an approach similar to the pull-some-out analysis demonstrated in Section V, sensitivity analyzes as in [27] , or saliency analyzes as in [14] and [22] . 
APPENDIX TEAM TRAINING ALGORITHM
The total cross-entropy over the whole training set is (10) where is the index of patterns and is the number of patterns in training data set. th is the labeling symbol of the th pattern for the th target. If the pattern belongs to the target, a common setting is that and for but .
is the output from the team as described by (5) and (6) .
By backpropagating the cross entropy of the th pattern, and using (10), (6) and (5), we have (11) and (12) (13) (14) Substituting (12), (13) , and (14) into (11), we obtain (15) is then updated by (16) with a given learning parameter .
To prevent overfitting, early stopping and regularization techniques [44] , [50] have been used. The optimal parameters are set by the minimal error rate over the validation data.
